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The Night Game - Die a Little
Tom: G
Intro:

Db                F          Eb
   The scars will never go away

  And their ghost is still hard to shake
Db            F                   Eb
  You say you want what's left of me

Put their parts back into their place

Db                 F
  Don't need a lover, don't need another
Eb
Hell with me if i can't do it on my own
    Db                F
I ride alone forever, promise this is better
    Eb
I promise this is better, it's better, better

      Ab                             Eb
What killed me yesterday, baby it's still a part of me
         Fm                         Db
I had to die a little, to learn to survive a little
      Ab                              Eb
And under all the pain, baby there's nothing i would change
         Fm                         Db
I had to die a little, to learn to survive a little

Db      F           Eb
   The valley's hot tonight

And the sweat is soaking through the bed
Db              F                   Eb
   You say that love would get me right

Chase the demons out of my head

Db                 F
  Don't need a lover, don't need another
Eb
Hell with me if i can't do it on my own
    Db                F
I ride alone forever, promise this is better
    Eb
I promise this is better, it's better, better

      Ab                             Eb
What killed me yesterday, baby it's still a part of me
         Fm                         Db
I had to die a little, to learn to survive a little
      Ab                              Eb
And under all the pain, baby there's nothing i would change
         Fm                         Db
I had to die a little, to learn to survive a little

Db                 F
  Don't need a lover, don't need another
Eb
Hell with me if i can't do it on my own
    Db                     F
I ride alone forever, cause i can do it better
Eb
I can do it better, better, better

      Ab                             Eb
What killed me yesterday, baby it's still a part of me
         Fm                         Db
I had to die a little, to learn to survive a little
      Ab                              Eb
And under all the pain, baby there's nothing i would change
         Fm                         Db
I had to die a little, to learn to survive a little

( Db  F  Eb )
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